ANNUAL REPORT

2021-2022
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DIVISION

“So let us make the
2020s the Decade
of Action and let us make
2020 the year of urgency.
And, as we do so, let us
spare no effort to rebuild
trust.” António Guterres
– Address to Assembly General 2019
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UNAASA COMMITTEE
President : Lidia Moretti
Vice President : AnnieNgo
Vice President :Kelly Sharp
Secretary :Robert Dempsey
Treasurer : Brendon Skates

Committee Members:
Dr Sing Ping Ting
Thilini Chanu
Rosallie Cocchiaro
Nicole Russo
Mathew Brittingham
UN Youth President Lou Potter

Volunteers:

UNAASA Advisors:

Miranda Jelbart
Janzy Murphy
Delphine De’Salisbury
Corry Travella
Catherine Balfour Ogilvy

SDG Advisor: The Hon Rev. Dr Lynn Arnold
Human Rights Advisor: The Hon Dr Robyn Layton AO QC
Community Engagement Advisor: Genevieve Haese
Indigenous Advisors: Pippa and Gavin Wanganeen
Artistic Advisor: The Artist Andrew Baines

UNAASA Patrons:

Corporate Members:

Chief Patron: Her Excellency the
Honourable Frances Adamson AC

The Hawke Centre
The Migrant Resource Centre
The Adelaide Institute of Hospitality
Foodbank SA
Agrisemm
The University of Adelaide
Leo Crasti

Sister Patricia Pak Poy

Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge and pay our respects to the Kaurna people, the traditional custodians
whose ancestral lands we gather on. We acknowledge the deep feelings of attachment and
relationship of the Kaurna people to country and we respect and value their past, present
and ongoing connection to the land and cultural beliefs.
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A MESSAGE FROM
THE PRESIDENT
The UNAA works to inform, inspire and engage Australians on the
work, goals, and values of the United Nations to create a safer,
fairer, more sustainable world.
The UNAA in Australia runs over 150 events a year engaging thousands of people on the work of the
UN and the Sustainable Development Goals. We hear quite a substantial amount of rhetoric about the
Sustainable Development Goals, affectionately known as the SDGs.
What do they mean in simple terms?
They are 17 steps which the UN aspires to engage people all over the world to become aware of what is
needed to work in Harmony with People and the Planet. UNAASA works to simply make our community
aware of some of these goals and values by holding events and forwarding information which feature these
aspirations.
Over 189 countries including Australia have signed on to promote the SDGs, based on the 4 Pillars
of the UN:
• Peace and Security
• Human Rights
• The Rule of Law
• Development -thus Space was relevant as a focus for us this year.
South Australia continues to promote these goals in diverse ways with support from the wider Community,
Government ,Local Government and Community Leaders. We have had an extremely busy year and have
survived COVID and remained strong.
We have updated our Communication with our new look Newsletter , edited by Vice President Annie Ngo
and Volunteers Catherine Balfour Ogilvy, Corry Travella and Committee Member Thilini Chanu.
Our News Reporters Jenny Badman, Miranda Jelbart and Gwen Philips delight us with their reports of our
events. The Newsletter has allowed us to improve our standard operational procedures when presenting our
programs and events to our Members and Friends.
Unable to meet in person we have held virtual meetings with support from Vice President Annie Ngo
organizing Zoom for our monthly meetings. Our organization in SA is run entirely by Volunteers, all
committed to make us successful and relevant in our Community. I would like to thank our members and
friends who support us when holding our events. Mayors and local Government have been especially
helpful with their support and we enjoy a great relationship with them.
UN Youth are our future and I continue to be amazed with their work , particularly in Schools - they are so
smart! The South Australian UN Youth are particularly active and I am surprised with what they achieve
throughout the year. It was a particular highlight of our programs that we were able to partner with The
Adelaide University Ecoversity which featured 2 members of UN Youth as part of the panel. President
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Lou Potter and UN Youth member Vasil Samardzhiev spoke
expertly on the topic of Sustainability.
Our work continues to be supported by an Iconic SA group
of Advisors who give us much of their time to make our
events successful. The Rev. Dr. Lynn Arnold AO, former
Premier of SA (SDGs ),Robyn Layton AO KC( Human Rights,
former Mayoress of Adelaide Genevieve Haese (Community
Engagement Advisor) Pippa and Gavin Wanganeen
Champions for Indigenous Issues and the Artist Andrew
Baines (Artistic Advisor). We are indeed fortunate to have
them as part of our team.
To the fabulous Food Industry, thank you for your support
for our events especially our Yearly UN Day Dinner. Kris
Loyd From Woodside Cheesewrights, Goolwa Pipi Co, Juliet
Tripodi from Rainbow Fresh, Ben Sharp from the Adelaide
Institute of Hospitality, SA Mushrooms, Oakleigh Orchards
and the wonderful Andy Clappis among many others.
Thank you to Vince Cicarelli formerly CEO of the Adelaide
Symphony Orchestra for your support and congratulations
on your new Role as CEO of the Art Gallery of SA. Thank
you to the fabulous Artists Andrew Baines ,Tiziana Rinna and
Julie Strawinski for their Art work contribution to our Dinner
Auction helping to raise funds for our organization.
A special thanks to our Guest Speaker Enrico Palermo, Head
of the Australian Space Agency for his enlightened speech
at our Dinner. His insights into what future generations can
look forward to in the Space sector as well as the benefits we
derive with connectivity on a daily basis were truly amazing.
Australia and SA will benefit greatly from development in
Space , growing our economy in a sustainable manner.
I have enjoyed working with our Committee whose
commitment and resilience in these difficult times have been
exemplary.

peace &
security

human
rights

the rule
of law

In Friendship.
Lidia Moretti

development
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EVENTS

14TH NOVEMBER 2021

RECEPTION FOR THE HONOURABLE
HIEU VAN LE AC AND MRS LAN LE
On 14th November we fondly thanked the Hon Hieu Van Le AC, Former Governor of South Australia and
Patron of UNAASA and Mrs Lan Le for their many outstanding years of generous service to South Australian
community. Highlights included an ethereal performance from harpist/vocalist Emma Haywood addresses
from The Hon Robyn Lleyton QC AO, UNAASA Human Rights and Ned Feary, Past President of UN Youth.
The Hon Hieu Van Le reflected on his time as the Governor of South Australia and his story of coming to
Australia as an example of the opportunity that Australia bestows to all migrants from diverse backgrounds.
Together with Greg Mackie OAM, The History Trust of SA and Elizabeth Ho OAM, Migration Museum, UNAASA President Lidia Moretti unveiled a plaque from the three organisations to be installed in the courtyard
of the Migrant Museum in the new year. The initiative was attended by Members of Parliament Nat Cook
and Zoe Bettison, Former of SA Senator and past president of UNAA Robert Hill, a representative from the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Community Leaders, Sponsors and friends of our Association.
Warm thanks to MC Pippa Wanganeen and Delphine Desalisbury for photos.
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18TH NOVEMBER 2021

UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION
OF AUSTRALIA - TAFE AWARDS
Our Committee Member Dr Sing Ping Ting recently represented UNAASA presenting two $500 scholarships
to two students studying in Cookery and Hospitality at TAFE SA Regency Campus for 2021. These awards
focus on young people particularly from rural and remote locations, who may otherwise not be able to
participate in these courses.
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17TH NOVEMBER 2021

THE SECOND ITALIAN
– AUSTRALIAN SPACE FORUM
On 17th November, Lidia Moretti President of UNAASA and Isabella McCollough recipient of Andy Thomas
Space Foundation award attended the Second Italian-Australian Space Forum. Facilitated by CEO of the
Andy Thomas Foundation Adj Prof Nicola Sasanelli the Forum heard from the Italian Consul Mr. Adriano
Stendardo, the Chair of the Adelaide Italian Festival 2021 Ben Rillo and an incredible panel of companies
working in the space sector.
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4TH DECEMBER 2021

SEEDS FOR SNAPPER WITH OZ FISH
The UNAASA was pleased to participate and sponsor the OzFISH Seeds for Snapper Forum at the Cruising
Yacht Club South Australia on Saturday the 4th of December 2021.
It was a picturesque setting where attendees enjoyed a hearty barbeque before hearing about all the good
work being performed by OzFish to regenerate seagrass, which is so vital to the promotion of marine life.
Associate Professor Jason Tanner, Seagrass Program Manager at SARDI informed the Forum about the
research SARDI have been performing along the Adelaide coastline in respect to seagrass restoration. It
was fascinating to learn about we can all contribute to program through collecting seeds that wash up on
our beaches and then delivering them to OzFish were they are able to be kept alive in large tanks. We then
heard from Tony Flaherty, Manager of Coasts and Marine, Green Adelaide Landscape Board about how
they support the work being done to restore our coastlines. Dr Warwick Noble, Senior Scientific Officer at
the EPA, informed us that the regeneration of seagrass along our coastline will benefit the community for
future generations to come. Especially with respect to reducing erosion, which if left unchecked, would
cause major issues for infrastructure like underwater pipes. Finally we heard from Dr Michael Sierp, OzFish
Managing Director, who discussed using waste like hessian coffee bags to provide a base to enable the
seagrass to become established. Once the seagrass is established in those bags, the bags are then placed
in ocean. This method gives the seagrass the best chance of survival. Through using by-products like these
bags, OzFish are creating a “360 system” to restore seagrass.
Lidia Moretti UNAASA President spoke about the value of this work in relation to Climate Change and the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
Several attendees have shown interest in collaborating with our Division with other projects for the UN Decade of Restoration and Climate Change.
Report by Committee Member Mathew Britingham and Misha Britingham (13yrs old)
https://ozfish.org.au/projects/seeds-for-snapper-south-australia/
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11TH MARCH 2022

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
VIRTUAL BREAKFAST
WHAT A POWERFUL TALK.
This morning was Adelaide’s International Women’s Day Breakfast hosted by Senator the Hon Penny Wong
in conversation with former Australian of the Year and outspoken advocate for survivors of sexual assault,
Grace Tame. Read more: https://ab.co/3HVfIp3
The Adelaide breakfast is the largest event celebrating IWD in Australia and supports UN Women Australia.
#IWD2022. In a heartfelt talk, Grace Tame spoke of how restrictions on victims had contributed to an “ecosystem of abuse.” “Trust just is…it’s all connected. It’s about a culture that has enabled abuse for so long.
We have a disproportionate concern with image and making things look like they are okay. Perpetrators
benefit from that.”

ADELAIDE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 2022 - 11TH MARCH
This time the breakfast was all-virtual due to the ongoing pandemic and was hosted in smaller gatherings
with friends and colleagues around South Australia who tuned into the session online.
The session included In Conversation with Penny Wong - Senator for SA and Grace Tame 2021 Australian
of the Year.
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16TH MARCH 2022

HARMONY DAY
On a glorious sunny day on Tuesday 16th March all three Year 6 classes of Glenelg Primary School gathered
on the Glenelg beach as part of Harmony Week.
The initiative to celebrate Harmony Day and United Nations was a partnership between UNAASA and well
known Adelaide artist Andrew Baines who is UNAASA’s artistic advisor. His concept and sketch inspired the
program for the celebration.
The students, accompanied by teachers and principal Mr. Shane Misso walked from school to the beach.
Coincidentally several of the students were wearing orange hats – appropriate because orange is the official
colour of Harmony Day.
After a brief address by UNAASA President Lidia Moretti, it was soon obvious that the students had
been well prepared regarding the meaning of Harmony Day knowing that it celebrates Australia’s cultural
diversity, its inclusiveness, respect and a sense of belonging for everyone.
Creating a human installation, over 100 students sat along coastline whilst holding the Harmony yoga pose,
wearing blue masks to highlight Covid and commemorated in photos taken by Andrew.
SA MPs Nat Cook and Stephen Patterson attended using their time to chat with teachers and students.
ABC, The Advertiser and Channel 7 also covered this event and was featured on the evening news.
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30TH APRIL 2022

AUSTRALIAN DAY AWARDS
AT GOVERNMENT HOUSE
It was a delightful evening to recognise outstanding community contributions at the Australia Day Awards
presented by the Australia Day Council of South Australia, in the company of Her Excellency Honourable
Frances Adamson AC and other distinguished guests on the grounds of Government House on Wednesday
30 March.
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12TH APRIL 2022

INTERNATIONAL DAY OF SPACE FLIGHT
A great turnout to commemorate the International Day of Human Space Flight with Susan Close MP and
Matt Cowdrey OAM MP and other leading figures in the space sector.
At 11am, in the dunes of the West Beach, I Celebrated the UNAA’s Interntional Day Of Human Space Flight!
The Anniversary of the 1961 First Human Space Flight. Members of the Andy Thomas Space Foundation,
Hamilton Space School, Space Discovery Centre, the UNAA(SA) Plus politicians Susan Close & Matt
Cowdrey Re-enacted A space landing.

UNAASA REPORT
In 2011 the General Assembly of United Nations
declared April 12th as International Day of Space
Flight wanting to “celebrate the beginning of the
space era, reaffirming the important contributions
of space science and technology in achieving the
Sustainable Development goals and increasing
the well-being of States and peoples, as well
as ensuring the realization of their aspiration to
maintain outer space for peaceful purposes.
The United Nations Association of Australia , South
Australia, marked the day by gathering together a
group connected with the space industry in Adelaide
near the inlet at Henley South where the Artist
Andrew Baines arranged an installation.
Taking part in the event were Deputy Premier and
Minister for Space Dr Susan Close, Matt Cowdrey
MP, DFAT’s Stephen Clark, Nicola Sasanelli, CEO
of the Andy Thomas Foundation, Robyn Layton
UNAASA Human Rights Advisor, Michael Cook and
Andrew Buttery from the Space Discovery Centre,
Dr Sarah Baker from Hamilton Space School, Nicole

Russo of Myriota (a space start up company) who is
a UNAASA Committee member and her daughters
India and Sierra as well as Isabella McCulloch,
recipient of the Andy Thomas Scholarship, UN
Youth representative Vasil Samardzheiv and Jenny
Badman UNAASA news reporter.
The event was a reminder of the extraordinary talent
that is now assembled in Adelaide connected with
the space industry. The Australian Space Agency
is an independent central entity aiming to unify and
advance space related science, services exploration
and travel.
As it is based at Lot 14 with associated enterprises,
it offers enormous opportunities to Australia and
South Australia in particular. Celebrating this day is a
reminder of the marvellous progress which has been
made and the important and amazing connection
that Adelaide now has to the space sector.
Wonderful the story was covered by the ABC and
featured on the Channel 7 evening news
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24TH APRIL 2022

VOGALONGA DOWN UNDA
A glimpse of the wonderful Vogalonga Down Unda we partnered with on the weekend. Our UNAASA Team
of 9 rowers had so much fun participating. Dr Lynn Arnold our Sustainable Development Goals Ambassador
gave a magnificent blessing of the Fleet.
It was moving to see the fleet out on the water-about 100 crafts participated and around 300 guests
registered.
The Goolwa Community should be proud of the way the event was organized with a number of partners
including us.
A number of us stayed on for the ANZAC Day Dawn Service and enjoyed mingling with the local community.
Look forward to our members and friends attending next year.
https://www.facebook.com/vogalongadownunda/videos/467345651458684
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2ND JUNE 2022

ITALIAN NATIONAL DAY
A wonderful story of multiculturalism at it’s best..
Former Governor of South Australia the Hon Hieu Van Le, AC received the Italian Republic (Ordine al Merito
della Repubblica Italiana / OMRI) with the rank of Knight (Cavaliere) from the Italian Consulate in Adelaide
on Italian National Day.
Mr Le is well known for his outstanding contribution to multiculturalism in South Australia and his enduring
support to Italian clubs and associations over many years
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29TH JUNE 2022

HERSTORYPROJECT
OUR QUIET WOMEN ACHIEVERS WHO EMPOWERED
A COLOURFUL COMMUNITY
South Australia has many untold stories of Women who have contributed to numerous ‘Firsts’ to South
Australian History.
Celebrations were held to honour the work of Women, often forgotten volunteers as part of the History
Week Festival .
The HerStory project came about to recognise and celebrate the lives and the achievements of Women’s
work in South Australia and was initiated in 2015 on the 175th anniversary of the City of Adelaide, by
Genevieve Theseira-Haese, Lady Mayoress of Adelaide. The stories collected offer a unique perspective
of Adelaide and South Australia that form a different history to what is often heard. This community built
initiative is supported by the The community of Adelaide ,the History Trust of South Australia and the
Multicultural Communities Council of SA and inspired many other programmes since its creation.
Crafty Women Part 1 (2022) held at the historic Horse stables and Studio of Artist Cheryl Bridgart in Beltana
House was an opportunity for community leaders to hear the stories already recorded which will be shared
more widely on completion of the project.
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15TH JULY 2022

LAUNCH OF
REFUGEE WEEK
AT GOVERNMENT
HOUSE
Thank you to Her Excellency the Honourable
Frances Adamson AC and Mr Rod Bunten for
hosting World Refugee Day at Government House.
Community leaders, those of refugee background,
and those who came to support, reflected and
celebrated the courage, resilience and hope of
refugees worldwide.
The warmth in Government House was an
exceptional healing process.
UNAASA is a proud supporter of Refugee Week
activities and projects.

3RD JULY 2022

SA REFUGEE WEEK
YOUTH POSTER
EXHIBITION & AWARDS
It was a buzz of youthful faces at the celebration of the launch
of SA Refugee Week by Hon Zoe Bettison MP, Minister for
Multicultural Affairs. During the Youth Poster Exhibition and
Awards at the amazing Children’s Artspace in the Adelaide
Festival Centre an audience of over 200 children, young people,
their schools and families were in attendance. This wonderful
exhibition from young people across primary, secondary and
tertiary institutions inspire us towards a better future.
It was an engaging event for new arrivals, as well as established
communities, who came together to empathize and socialise.
Great to see Minster Hon Zoe Bettison MP, Shadow Minister Hon
Jing Lee MLC and all community leaders participating. President
of UNAASA Lidia Moretti represented the Division with a view
to featuring 10 of the Posters at the UN Day Celebrations in
October this year.
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12TH JULY 2022

LAUNCH OF THE AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS (SA)
Lidia Moretti President of UNAASA attended the Launch of AIIA at Government House to represent our
Division.
The following message was received from the President Naoise Mc Donagh:
‘It was a pleasure and honour to have you join us at the Governor’s Reception this past Wednesday. I hope
you enjoyed the event as much as I did, and got a sense of what the branch is seeking to achieve here in
South Australia. We truly appreciate the support and input from individuals such as yourself, those with an
interest and stake in promoting and understanding international affairs.’
We look forward to working with AIIA on projects of mutual interest in the very near future.
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13TH JULY 2022

FOODBANK LITTLE HERO SCHOOL
FOOD DRIVE COMPETITION WINNERS
FOR 2021
Congratulations to Unley Primary School for not only winning the most kilos donated trophy, but
the most kilos donated per student in last years Food Drive competition. Collecting a huge 795
kilograms of food which helped to provide 1,590 meals to those in need in South Australia.
The school also welcomed special guest Lidia Moretti , the President of the United Nations
Association of Australia - SA who presented the School with the UN Flag for sustainability.
Congratulations to Unley Primary School and thank you to Brighton Trophy Centre for providing
us with these wonderful trophies!
We are proud to see the School flew the Aboriginal Flag alongside the UN Flag for NAIDOC Week.
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23RD AUGUST 2022

SUSTAINABILITY WEEK
A collaboration between UNAASA,UN Youth,and the Ecouniversity of the University of Adelaide
In a world so deeply damaged, is sustainability relevant? What power do individuals actually have to enact
change? How can communities evolve to be resilient and adaptive to the climate crisis?
These questions and more were discussed at Tuesday’s Ecoversity-hosted event, “Pints of Ideas: Youth
Agency on Sustainability“, just one of the events held at the University this week as part of Sustainability
Week 2022.
The Hon. Rev. Dr Lynn Arnold AO, National and State SDG Goodwill Ambassador of the United Nations of
Australia, was in attendance and gave an overview of where the world sits with achieving the Sustainable
Development Goals by the 2030 proposed completion date. He also highlighted some sobering facts on
the state of some of the river systems in Asia.
Panel members from UoA Alumni, Amelia Chaplin and Tiahni Adamson, and UN Youth members, Vasil
Samardzhiev and Lou Potter, are young people who are passionate about empowering today’s youth to
navigate our rapidly changing world. The panel explored sustainability as a whole, the biggest contributing
factors, the difficulty young people feel in being able to make a difference and gave some suggestions on
how we can all do our bit for the environment.
The event was closed by Lidia Moretti, President of the UN Association (SA division) and also a member
of the National Board, who summarised the work the UN Association does on raising awareness about the
SDG’s and the importance of the work our youth can do in the future.
The event was streamed on YouTube, watch it below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btFYvW6KbKA
Preview YouTube video Pints of Ideas: Youth Agency on Sustainability
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1ST OCTOBER 2022

COOKING FOR
FOODBANK
– JENNY
BADMAN
With the aim of helping those who need the
services of Foodbank, a group of UNAA SA
committee members and friends gathered
at the Adelaide Institute of Hospitality run
by genial Manager Ben Sharp in Pirie St on
Saturday 1st October.
This was the third time UNAA SA had arranged
for such a group to contribute to the wonderful
Foodbank organisation which describes itself
as “the pantry to the charity sector”.
Fortunate to be under the supervision of
renowned chefs Cheong Liew and Salvatore
Pepe as well as the Employment Trainer of
the Year ,Bhu Chung ,the eclectic mix of
volunteers chopped, stirred, sliced, squeezed,
washed and laughed as they prepared over
350 boxes of food for Foodbank’s freezers.
Having such illustrious food identities give
their time made the afternoon a remarkable
and enjoyable process for which UNAA SA is
extremely grateful.
CEO of Foodbank SA Greg Pattinson also
joined the enthusiastic group which was
happy to be involved in the exercise as part
of Foodbank’s “giving programme” which has
now expanded to the Northern Territory with
Alice Springs now being its fourth busiest site.
All agreed that their time was well used on this
holiday weekend in helping to meet the aim of
United Nations’ humanitarian efforts.
We much appreciated the help of
youngest member Gabriel Sharp who was
on Tomato Duty.
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UN YOUTH REPORT
Coming out of the pandemic, UN Youth SA has grown while still keeping a quality of service we refined in
smaller operations.
We have run a lot of events so far in 2022. Our State Conference in March was a great success, with
student numbers back to pre-pandemic levels. The engagement of students with content and speakers was
inspiring for our volunteers.
The Evatt Competition was held a little later this year, from July to September, but our partnership with
Flinders University made for an event that delegates greatly enjoyed. Numbers improved again on last
year’s record, with 52 teams (104 students!) engaging in the competition this year. Four winning teams will
attend the Evatt National Finals, which are also held here in South Australia.
UN Youth SA also hosted the 50th UN Youth Australia National Council in July. Bringing volunteers in from
across the country – in person for the first time since 2019! South Australia will also host the 51st National
Council in December.
Our single day events have also been very successful. We held a Young Leaders Summit themed on
Governance in April, with another Summit on Space occurring this month in partnership with the City of
Marion Council. Crisis Point, our problem solving simulation day, was held in August with record numbers!
The Student Ambassador Program, which allows active students to become more engaged with UN Youth
in their schools, has also grown its numbers! The third year of the program has come with special events for
delegates, including interviews with event convenors.
I greatly appreciate all members of the South Australian Executive for their work during this very busy year!
Big thanks to Cassie, Vasil, Marisa, Stuart, Megan, and Lara. Another round of thanks to our wonderful
convenors: Marisa, Ellie, and Akib.
Lastly, our Global Citizenship Award is in its first full year! The Award, officially accredited with the South
Australian Certificate of Education (SACE) Board, has been yet another benefit for students attending
our events. We have seen increased retention from students new to our events, as well as more students
attending due to word of mouth from their friends. Having a tangible educational benefit has boosted
engagement at events and helped student’s resumes! The Global Citizenship Award is the first time a
division of UN Youth has had official educational recognition.
Lou Potter, President, UN Youth South Australia.
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2021/2022

FINANCIAL REPORT
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ADVISORS
HON REV DR LYNN
ARNOLD AO
Hon Rev Dr Lynn Arnold AO, is currently an assistant priest at St
Peter’s Anglican Cathedral and a Reader [Public Theology & Ethics]
at St Barnabas Theological College. Previously, Lynn had senior
leadership roles in World Vision [CEO WV Australia 1997-2003;
Reg’l VP [Asia/Pacific] 2003-2006; International Director of Board
Development & Peer Review, 2006-2008] and Anglicare SA [20082012]. Prior to this involvement in community service organisations,
Lynn served in the South Australian parliament for fifteen years
including over eleven years as a member of Cabinet (with a fifteen
month stint as Premier).He chaired the Dunstan Foundation from
2010-20 and the Public Affairs Commission of the Anglican Church
of Australia from 2014-18. Lynn is a Reconciliation Ambassador for
Reconciliation SA, Goodwill Ambassador for Sustainable Development
Goals for the United Nations Association of Australia, an Australia
Day Ambassador and Justice Advocate for Second Chances. Lynn is
married to Elaine; they have five children and, at most recent count,
seven grandchildren.

ANDREW BAINES
A full-time artist since 1997, Andrew exhibits his paintings
internationally. He has gained considerable international
recognition for his trademark surreal installations &
inspired paintings, where he puts politicians, orchestras,
live cows, Hills hoists, Archbishops and hundreds of
suited volunteers in the sea for photo shoots. A finalist
in over 20 art prizes, most notably three times in the
Doug Moran National Portrait prize. Baines has a swift
and accurate eye, a quirky sense of humour, the ability
to rapidly define a moment from which we can create
a narrative surrounding the event. His is a unique view,
executed with considerable accomplishment and
appreciated by a rapidly widening international audience,
via exhibitions in the USA, UK and Europe.
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THE HON. DR. ROBYN
LAYTON AO QC
Robyn Layton is a former Supreme Court Judge of South Australia.
Currently Justice Layton is an Adjunct Professor at the School of
Law, University of South Australia and is a Judicial Education and
Program Development Consultant. At the international level, Robyn
was a Member and later the Chair of the Committee of Experts on
Application of Conventions of the ILO, Geneva, from 1993 to 2008.
She is currently a consultant for the Asia Development Bank (ADB) on
gender issues such Legal Literacy for Women in Pakistan and Afghanistan (developing and delivering training
programs for judges and prosecutors and setting up Gender Based Violence Courts throughout Pakistan);
Strengthening Women’s Resilience to Climate and Disaster Risks in Mongolia, Lao PDR and Fiji (undertaking
gender assessment of laws and policies, consultations and delivering national and regional capacity building
workshops). Previously she was Team Leader for an ADB Gender Development Poverty Reduction Project for
Women in Kazakhstan, Cambodia and the Philippines. In addition Robyn is a consultant for the ILO and delivers
training for judges and lawyers on labour law and human rights standards internationally as well as at the
International Labour Centre in Turin Italy.
Prior to her Supreme Court appointment Robyn worked as a barrister and a Queens Counsel across broad
areas of law, many of which intersected with social justice and human rights, such as the rights of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders, children, women and refugees. Robyn still works closely with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islanders in many capacities, including as Chair of Justice Reinvestment SA that works with a community driven
Aboriginal group Tiraapindi Wodli at Port Adelaide. Robyn has received a number of awards as a result of her
human rights work: Member of the Order of Australia (AO) (2012); The South Australian, Australian of the Year
(2012); Justice Award Law Society of South Australia (2013) and Australian Woman Lawyer Award (2016).

PIPPA WANGANEEN
After completing Bachelor degrees in Arts and Law, Pippa
relocated to South Africa where she worked on a suite of projects
including a national children’s music and dance competition
with a focus on driving social change. Pippa volunteered with
a number of aid organisations in the South African townships,
worked as a model and assisted with the successful role
out rollout? of a major Australian retail brand. Returning to
Australia with a great commitment to philanthropic causes,
Pippa is currently an Ambassador for Foodbank SA among other
organisations. She is Managing Director of Gavin Wanganeen Art,
collaborates with a number of local and international charities,
fashion and lifestyle brands via her instagram account @
pippawanganeen and is mother to four little girls, who she shares
with her husband Gavin Wanganeen.
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GENEVIEVE
THESEIRA-HAESE
Genevieve was born and raised in Singapore to Eurasian
parents. Her early years were largely influenced by her
parents and her father’s library. Inspired by the potential to
positively influence people to action through storytelling and
imagery, she moved to Los Angeles where she obtained a
Bachelor of Arts (with Honours) in Communication.
Genevieve moved to London in 1986 where she lived and
worked in the advertising industry for 10 years. In 2000 her
father passed away at age 59, so Genevieve moved back to
Singapore to be with her family. She was very close to her
father and his death led her on a more spiritual journey, a world away from the world of advertising.
Genevieve’s passion for helping others saw her join the Board of the Home Nursing Foundation in
Singapore and develop a number of holistic healing retreats across Asia.
Genevieve is the founder and owner of the holistic healing arts portal ‘BreathingSpace Inc’, a healing arts
portal designed to promote the healing arts to corporate executives globally.
Genevieve first met Martin Haese in 2000 at a Global Entrepreneur’s Organisation event and they were
married in Melbourne in January 2010 before moving to Adelaide, South Australia.

GAVIN WANGANEEN
Gavin Wanganeen is an Australian Football League (AFL)
legend, acclaimed contemporary Indigenous artist and
Aboriginal activist. Gavin’s AFL career spanned 300 senior
games at the Essendon and Port Adelaide Football Clubs,
earning him countless accolades, including the dedication
of a grandstand at Adelaide Oval in 2015, in recognition of
his outstanding contribution to the game. He was the first
Indigenous player to win a Brownlow Medal at the age of
20, and the first Indigenous player to reach 300 AFL games.
Having retired from the AFL over a decade ago, he continues
to inspire and break new ground through his work as a
contemporary Indigenous artist, is the first Aboriginal past
player to be elected on to the board of an AFL club, and is
committed to improving the lives of Aboriginal people.
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